Artist Files and Digital Records Survey - 2010
Summary - 58 responses
Artist files are among the most valued and heavily used resources in art research facilities. These
files often provide critical documentation about well established artists, as well as lesser known
artists not well documented in the literature.
Researchers rely on artist files to establish chronologies, flesh out exhibition histories, review
stylistic developments and assess the critical reception of artists over time. Artist files often do not
circulate due to their unique and irreplaceable nature. Artist file collections frequently have
regional strengths that make them particularly vital repositories for communities. From the
Statement of Purpose, "Artist Files Revealed: Documentation and Access"
As the kinds of materials collected in traditional artist file collections transition from print to
electronic, new challenges arise. This survey is a first step towards developing the policies
necessary to address the issues inherent in collecting digital ephemeral material, and adding that
material to our existing artist files. This survey was created in part from discussions at the
ARLIS/NA 2009 conference panel, Where Libraries & Archives Converge: Artists Files and Artist
Files Working Group meetings.
Initial results of the survey were shared at the Artist Files Working Group meeting during the 2010
ARLIS/NA conference.

OVERVIEW
How large is your artist files collection?

42 linear feet
400 titles
50 linear feet
25.5
30 filing cabinet drawers
ca. 270 li. ft.
5000+ folders
18,000 files
36
1,500 LF
96
approx. 298 linear feet
60 " long x 18" wide x 30
cabinets
50
ca. 40 cubic ft.
20 linear feet
~431.67 linear feet
270
2,203 linear feet
30 linear feet

100 linear
22 linear feet- processed,
over 40 linear ft.
unprocessed.
300 linear ft.
16 linear feet (in files)
72 linear feet
500
75 feet approx
51 cubic Feet
215 cubic feet
7,000 artists files
~ 2500 lf
500 linear feet
175
16.5 linear feet
Unknown
140 Princeton files
216 linear feet
112 linear feet
110 linear ft.
~200 ft.

about 75-100 lin. ft.
174 LF
450
102 linear feet
6 linear feet
60 linear feet
Unknown
~14,000 artists (18
vertical file cabinets) and
4 vertical file cabinets of
gallery files
600+ archival boxes
6 linear feet
approx. 180 linear feet
approx. 437 linear feet
100 linear feet
820
60 linear feet
600 linear ft.
1051 files
1011
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How often is the collection accessed/researched?

Who uses the collection?

students
students, faculty, museum staff
external is within city or national or
international requests
Sometimes callers from out of town
docents

docents, artists
Students
students, faculty
students
students, faculty

On a scale of 1 to 10, how important a resource are the artist files within your institution?
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Type of institution

film exhibitor
Non-Profit
Public Library Special Col.
Art & Design School
school and museum

Are users expressing an interest in accessing artist files (or other collected resources)
digitally?

users have only so far requested access
to database
rarely mentioned
talking about how it would be great
names are integrated into catalog
Only my boss has expressed an interest
in digital
yes, but don't often don't know we have in
the first place

Details on demand, if any
users have only so far requested access to database
rarely mentioned
talking about how it would be great
names are integrated into catalog
related to above - most don't know we have
We get requests from all over the world for copies of the material in our files, at
this point not too interested in digital access - they just want access.
Most of these demands stem from users using Artists in Canada, our online
union list to
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ACQUISITION
Please answer this section regardless of whether or not you are adding digital records to your
artist files
Do you receive materials for artist files digitally?

If yes, how do you receive materials?

snailmail
news
CD
CD, DVD
CDs, DVDs

lists - ie eflux
mail, curatorial mail,
CDs from galleries, artists
cd, dvd

Do you solicit materials?

If yes, how?
From our P.R. department
Via email usually
local artists who visit department may on occasion be asked
Gallery announcements
Part of collection development to acquire photographs and digital image files
Notice on website, questionnaire at desk
letter
Art opening attendees and gallery owners give us artists names, openings and prices.
Only verbally to artists when appropriate.
Artists information page on web site
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signing up with various galleries/artists of interest
Announced in all of our exhibitions and art-related programs
By e-mailing artists
Sort of. On our web page, we say we accept material for the artist files.
mail; email
We solicit material for our files, but not specifically digital material. We subscribe to a
clipping service and contact artists directly to request biographical information (that they
complete one of our Information Forms) and that they send us documentation for their
file.

Have you seen a drop in the amount of physical materials entering the artist files due to
electronic distribution of materials?

ACCESSION
To determine if electronic files are being added or will be added to artist files

Are you adding digital files to your artist files?

If yes, how?

artist portfolio rec'd on disc and added
Place CD/DVDs given to the Library in our artist files
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If no, do you have plans to add them in the future?

If you determined they will be added, how?
TBD
reluctantly
unsure
We prefer to print out certain documents and save other digital file so onto our hard
drive.
Don't know yet. Consortium of local libraries is working on this.
digital repository
Also interested in adding them electronically
by making a collection level record, include an 856 to an EAD file of the finding aid,
making a blog and perhaps link to a flickr photo OR submit a project request to
digitize into CONTENTdm
Via Digital Asset management system
We would like to develop a means to save the digital material electronically.

STORAGE & ACCESS

If you are not currently collecting and saving digital files, why?

looking for viable method - Internet Archives? Institutional Repository?
some articles from papers we cannot access right now due to budget and it's easier to
photocopy the paper and clip
We just have not seriously addressed it yet. I think we understand it's a concern, but
haven't sat down and had the conversation.
We certainly have images and some scanned materials available on our OPAC digitally.
have trouble just managing/making accessible our paper files
At the moment our ability to store this material is not great - but the Gallery is about to
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install a large scale Digital Asset Management system
easier accessibility for the types of users we have and the lack of computer access in the
library
users have not expressed interest or need

If you are collecting and saving digital files, why?

it's the only form they take
I have always collected press releases and these are now electronic so I don't
want to miss out.
once in a while something valuable appears
is current format
Artists are sending their info to us by e-mail so we print and add.

For materials saved digitally, where are the files saved?

Mainly CD/DVD filed in paper folders
soon to be hired: digital manager for collectionsDigital asset management system, flickr

What format?
People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add more than 100%.
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If stored locally or on a network, are you accounting for additional server storage capacity
needed?

For materials saved digitally, are they cataloged separately or jointly with physical artist
files?

If digital and physical files are cataloged together, how do you indicate the presence of
digital files?
Notes in database
noted on index cards or simply printed and added to physical files in cabinets
Catalog as digital file in field for type of reproduction
Only in a very general note about the potential for various materials and formats.
Will use library management system software Ex Libris Primo
If cataloged separately, how?
two separate systems - researchers must check both
i haven't had time to catalogue the bulk of e-ephemera yet.
neither currently cataloged

How do patrons access digital files?

no patron access
No info
Request printouts, on occasion
ARTstor (consortia database): 25,000 images from
Library-owned negatives contributed to date.
Future plans include access to all 60,000 Library-

owned negatives through Web portal. On-site
access to images from other sources will be
through Library computer.
Library computer, delivery via email
request to consult CDs or DVDs
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If you use software, what do you use?
Xinet image server; Adobe Bridge for image metadata
excel
filemaker pro
CONTENTdm and flickr
Do you have migration procedures?

Are you collecting any other born-digital resources in addition to artist files?

film stills and photographs; digital audio recordings
pr photos of events
Researchers' scans
PRIORITIES
On a scale of 1 to 10, how important is the management and preservation of digital
materials for artist files in relation to other collection development projects?

What other special projects take precedence?

programming
library move
filing/housing backlog of print ephemera
archives processing
Exhibitions

What would make collecting digital materials a priority?

collaboration w/ larger entity - maybe Internet Archive, Archives of American
Art, etc.?
More staff
not having the regular paper materials, cards and notices sent to us anymore
Funding. Copyright restrictions related to public access.
I'm hoping that a centralized solution could be found, that is, that we don't all
reinvent the wheel and do this independently for artists where there is overlap.
knowing uniqueness or not of collection
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RELATED PROJECTS

Do you have plans to digitize any collections within the library?

Do you have plans to digitize any collections within the library? (con’t – other responses)
early annual exhibition checklists
archived audio recordings
Artist files, African American Artists - files; Women Artists of our state - files
Archives
video collection
Selected special collections
pictures
archival material
other archives
special collections ephemera
artists' books
not really "plans"-dream of "some day"
I dream of digitizing scrapbooks
Fine Print Collection
Archival collections
archival collections
artists' books
Institutional special collections and Canadian publications or other media
resources in partnership with local groups/institutions
Rare books, Scrapbooks
maps, trade catalogs prior 1903, diaries, photos
photographs
None
film
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If yes, will this project include adding born-digital materials to the collection(s)?

Possibly
it could if we collected them
maybe?
don't know
not there yet-probably when the time comes
no idea
don't know

OVERALL CONCERNS
What do you perceive as the primary impediment to collecting digital material for the artist
files?
lack of institutional support and staff; also copyright issues a concerns (especially for
newspaper- and journal-related materials.
Staff resources
we just don't have the capacity/infrastructure
staff time
Not comfortable collecting digital files w/out an infrastructure in place - digital preservation.
Lack of space
Money or lack of
Lack of staff and money
organization of file structure
Money - need servers, staff and time to create proper metadata
providing access - very little IT support and software
Worries about digital preservation/obsolescence
resolution not as good; budget constraints; no need to put in a file if you can view online
lack of funds and institutional support
awareness
For us staff and time
We have just not fully discussed it yet. We recently finished cataloging the entirety of our artist
file collection, are now tackling the institutional files, and as such are taking things one step at a
time.
No staff, no money, no time!
Funding and copyright restrictions related to public access
Changing technologies
not enough time in the day
Lack of firm understanding of best way to preserve these files digitally
technology availability
Staffing
lack of standard format for digital content
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data management system
lack of cataloging for non digital materials, future migration
lack of procedures
financial and human resources, copyright for older materials
staff, time, server space, organizational tool for doing so
other priorities
long term storage solutions
getting them cataloged is the first priority
Staff and financial resources
lack of staff
financial
time, money, uniqueness of materials
interest in doing so; thought that somewhere the info will be available in the future if it is
important
on-going migration commitment
Current priorities set by the Division; retrospective conversion is first priority
I would say we have not really addressed it.
No server space
lack of institutional interest
funds and staffing
staff time and resources
Time needed to find materials
Infinite number so resources
we have so much print material, and of that, really ephemeral material can't be handled at all at
present (not a priority to even contemplate digital items)
institutional priorities
copyright, time
long term storage constraints
Lack of equipment for users to access material onsite
time
A reliable means of managing and preserving the material.
What is your institutional concern about digital artist files material, if different from above?
There is no institutional concern, unfortunately.
Not a priority
security of documents
access and storage
high level of corporate data security means there would be no external (web) access to digital
artist file content
No demand
general time/institutional priority
lack of resources: staff, time, funding
no institutional plan to preserve
unsure
only that
Ability to fully capture original content; accurate migration over time
not enough of a priority
Resources and not accepting artist files as being a high priority
haven't added to files, so not on our radar at present
staffing, training, hardware, software, collection priorities
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Additional comments
Due to a number of factors, our institution is in survival mode. Any project perceived as not
being directly related to bringing in dollars is seen as a low priority. Additionally, the library here
has one single staff person, outdated equipment, no prospects of any funding for such projects
(priorities for fund-raising and grants are on operating costs alone currently).
It is a concern for the library. We only collect information on canadian artist and we know that
in the future the library will miss information on young canadian artist but for now with budget
cuts and a very small team of four wee cannot invest in digital artist files.
A best practices guideline would alleviate a lot of concern, especially if it's related to metadata.
Our materials were gathered over many years; uncatalogued, hard-to-find brochures, exhib
catalogs, correspondence; odd small pamphlets, postcards from galleries; clippings from old
newspapers which may contain obits not easy to find digitally. Value of the files may lie in the
quick and ready access to topics pulled together in a direct and coherent way. Sometimes,
although digitized information very useful, there is nothing quite like the old fashioned and
simple retrieval. Go to the index cards and they state whether the subject has a VF; whether or
not the artist is represented in another larger collection in the library; outstanding
representation in certain books; galleries that represent....
Still, artists and researchers call us knowing about the files and tell us that our information has
things that no other resource out there provides.
I think the old fashioned files can co-exist with digital information.
Take our Print and Picture Department...we have circulating files of probably a few million
images clipped from various magazines, old books that were falling apart, calendars, black and
white photos donated by newspapers (in the days when those glossies were the technology).
They're borrowed intermittently. No point in cataloguing them, unlike our original materialsprints and photographs-which do not circulate and which are digitized. The cataloguing rules
for pictures is different than for books, but it's all in the cards and with the proper "see" and
"see also" and "see from" references, this takes care of a multitude of sins.
The Texas-Mexico regional organization of ARLIS voted to work on a joint database of Texas
artists at our last meeting in November. (The Mexico part is mostly a name; there is very little
participation from Mexico. I feel Mexico deserves its own union list of artists.) We all agreed
that such was needed badly and agreed to participate. I once had a volunteer library science
student start such a database but it didn't go too far. I wasn't sure what information or in what
form it would be most useful. Hopefully the exact information, which will be scarce, and the
digital form will be picked soon and we can share what each institution has. We all have lots of
artist files.
Texas art is a very hot collection area and we need more resources than we have. There are
two current sources: Grauer: Dictionary of Texas Artists, 1800-1945. Texas A & M University
Press, 1999.
Powers: Texas Painters, Sculptors & Graphic Artists, a Biographical Dictionary of Artists in
Texas before 1942. Austin, Woodmont Books, 2000.
You can see more current sources are needed. Hopefully this new database will help in
supplements to these books.
Not sure that there is awareness in our institution that we collect digital materials for artist files.
Sure it will come up sooner or later. Our focus currently is on cataloging our existing files. We
are looking at implementing a DAMS system for managing digital content as part of this
process.
Sorry for not having provided size of artists' file collection in terms of meters or feet - we have
never calculated its size in this way before.
We recognize the unique and important nature of ephemera files on artists. While extremely
useful to the occasional researcher, most of our Artist File users are not finding the materials
we have to be particularly valuable. This has somewhat dampened our enthusiasm for
continuing to pour resources into the growth and maintenance of these files, coupled with
serious space and staffing constraints. The extreme randomness of what is found in these files
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is both a strength and a weakness. If there were come kind of central clearinghouse that could
provide digital access to this material, it could be a very powerful resource.
We are too small an operation to do more than fleetingly dream of such possibilities
We have not embarked on any comprehensive strategy to collect born-digital material for artist
files-again, I am not quite sure what you meant by that description. If, as I asked earlier, you
mean links to artist or gallery websites, then we have not taken steps to add them to our artist
file bib records. It brings up interesting questions, is it worth doing when people can locate
these things pretty quickly via search engines? Do you also want to somehow store legacy
sites on local systems? Apologies if I am on the wrong track here.
It has taken 5 years to 'somewhat' convince the institution's management that digital images
are essential and that a digital management resource is necessary to administer those images.
The library is grossly under funded and library projects are at the very bottom of the institution's
wish list. My best hope for digitization of the artist files is to offer the content to a subscription
service like AskArt in exchange for scanning services and access.
The artist files we collect are for book artists, in other words artists who are represented by our
collection of nearly 1400 hand made artists' books. These materials are mostly ephemera I
receive through emails (which I print) or mailings announcing new limited edition books or
exhibitions. Sometimes this material is the only information a researcher can find on emerging
book artists. However, since we lack the staff and money to create a really usable finding aid
(beyond and Excel spreadsheet) the collection is little known or used. Creating a collection
record for our online catalog is on my "to-do" list and that will be a first step. As I said earlier,
this project has only recently been even organized and the material processed and sorted in
any logical fashion.
Digitizing our print files has been suggested. We put anything and everything into them such
as small exhibition catalogues and article clippings. There would be an unwieldy amount of
time necessary to track copyright holder and seek permission to digitize. Note Canadian
context.
Institutional misunderstanding of the importance (and use) of artist files and related ephemera
is a major stumbling block. While these files contribute in a significant manner to the overall
intellectual richness of the discipline, administrators tend to not grasp there place.

MANY THANKS
The results of this survey will be discussed at the 2010 ARLIS/NA conference during the Artist
Files Working Group meeting. For questions about this survey, contact Francine Snyder at
francine.snyder@guggenheim.org.

Number of daily responses
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